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QUESTION 1

A company requires importing more than 1000 images at once regularly. During the import process, the Author instance
becomes very slow or unresponsive. 

What should a developer do to avoid this result? 

A. Reduce the number of renditions generated for images. 

B. Increase the memory and use a multi-core CPU for the instance. 

C. Set up a dedicated processing instance for asset ingestion. 

D. Limit the concurrent authors allowed on the author instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.adobe.com/t5/photoshop-elements/elements-9-organizer-only-imports-onefolder-at-a-
time/m-p/3144080?page=3 

 

QUESTION 2

For which two reasons should a developer avoid changing the ExtendScript library in the Media Extraction Step?
(Choose two.) 

A. The library provides permissions to InDesign Server to generate renditions for INDD files. 

B. The library implements event listeners responsible for renditions generation by InDesign Server. 

C. The library provides communication functionality between AEM and InDesign Server. 

D. The library is responsible for creating different renditions under the INDD file uploaded to DAM. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/indesign.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Company XYZ has multiple AEM sites but would like only one of the sites to use a custom metadata schema. They
would like to add a \\'verifiedBy\\' user picker field for its image assets. What do you need to do to implement this
requirement? 

A. Create a new metadata schema and extend the Granite UI Component to create a new user picker field 

B. Customize the /default/image metadata schema and extend the Granite UI component to create a new user picker
field 

C. Customize the existing /default metadata schema, add a Dropdown form field and manually add the users and
groups to the list 
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D. Create a new metadata schema, add a Dropdown form field and manually add the users and groups to the list 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://medium.com/@theopendle/aem-custom-metadata-forms-for-assets-8c6597205f9d 

 

QUESTION 4

The following is an OSGi configuration of the DAM Safe Binary Filter: 

What is the result when an AEM Author uploads an HTML file to the DAM? 

A. The author is not allowed to download the HTML file from the DAM. 

B. The author is not able to view the HTML file that was uploaded to the DAM. 

C. The author is not allowed to upload the HTML file to the DAM and receives a \\'Restricted File\\' error. 

D. The author is not able to edit the metadata of the HTML file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer modified the default jpeg metadata schema and removed the "Product" tab. When testing with an existing
JPEG image asset, the developer noticed that the Product tab still exists. 

What could be causing this issue? 

A. The Product tab is inherited from the parent image schema. 

B. The old metadata schema is cached by the browser. 

C. The updated schema will only be applied to new uploaded assets. 

D. Default tabs cannot be removed from the metadata schema. 

Correct Answer: D 
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